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without giving reasons, inasmuch as it would have been super

fluous for it to present arguments. Therefore, the "Concurring 
.... 1 

Opinion" of Mr. George Aldrich is meaningless an~ a misnomer. 

Instead, the fact is that Mr. Aldrich proceeded to state his 

opinions on the merits under the guise of submitting a "Con

curring Opinion," and that he thereby condemned the Respondent 

in favor of the American Claimant. There Mr. Aldrich gives 

his opinion on such issues as expropriation, control and the 

method of valuation, all which are matters at issue in other 

cases. This act is in violation of the interests and 

defences of the Respondent, and in fact constitutes prejudge

ment. Because of this prejudgement, Iranian respondents no 

longer entertain any hope of, and have no reason for, defend

ing their positions on these issues before Mr. Aldrich as an 

"impartial" member of this Tribunal. I believe that 

Mr. Aldrich has made himself subject to disqualification by 

virtue of this prejudgement regarding issues which have not 

yet been deliberated upon or decided by the Tribunal. 

Furthermore, with respect to expropriation and the problem 

of valuation, Mr. Aldrich has presented certain matters as 

being general principles of international law. Possibly 

these opinions reflect the United States' idiosyncratic 

interpretation of these matters, but they should not be 

presented as reco~nized principles ~f international law. 

This Tribunal should subject these issues to separate 

examination and decision after it has heard the respondents' 

1 See, Jhabvala,"The Scope of Individual Opinions in the 
World Court" in Netherlands Yearbook of International Law 
(1982), 33-51. 




